NEWS - JUNE 2016

Cablenet: Level up with Cablenet!
We would like to inform our subscribers that the scheduled analogue channel reduction has been completed in the Nicosia,
Limassol and Larnaca districts.
The analogue channels that are now available are the following:
Cablenet Info Channel

ANT1

Plus

MAD CY

TV Mall

RIK 1

MEGA

TV Extra

Alpha

4E

RΙΚ 2

Sigma

Capital

CY Sports

ΕRΤ

With the change in channels, a TV set re-tuning is probably required in order to receive all the above channels. Please proceed
with a channel re-tuning according to the instructions of your TV set. Basic information concerning the re-tuning procedure
can be found at www.cablenet.com.cy/reduction-of-analogue-channels/.

Digital TV Bouquets
With the introduction of its new digital bouquets, Cablenet makes your TV experience more spectacular since it offers up to
80 fascinating channels, 23 of which in High Definition! With crystal clear sound and image, Cablenet’s rich TV channel
variety will amaze you since it offers TV categories for all tastes. These categories comprise of general interest channels up to
movies and series, documentaries, children programs, music and sports.
In order to receive the new digital services, a Cablenet decoder is required which can be obtained from all Cablenet stores
with a one-time fee of €50 or with a monthly rental fee of €2 for the first viewing point only.
The new enriched digital TV bouquets are the following:
TV BOUQUET

NUMBER OF CHANNELS

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

Start TV

40 channels (6 in HD)

€3

Family TV

25 channels (7 in HD)

€7,90

Premium TV

15 channels (10 in HD)

€3

We would also like to remind you that in all Cablenet digital TV bouquets and by using the decoder, you have access to the
services Video On Demand and Catch-up TV (these services require cable internet connectivity from Cablenet and
connection with the modem). For more information please call 130.

Cablenet always gives you more!
Soon we will be announcing our new and improved packages for all
our subscribers, with faster Internet speed, new TV choices and
even more added value in our basic telephony.

AVAILABLE
SOON...
ONLY FROM
CABLENET

